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gerald k stone has collected books about canadian jewry since the early 1980s this volume is a descriptive catalog of his judaica collection comprising nearly 6 000 paper or electronic documentary resources in english french yiddish and hebrew logically organized indexed and selectively annotated the catalog is broad in scope covering jewish canadian history biography religion literature the holocaust antisemitism israel and the middle east and more an introduction by richard menkis discusses the significance of the catalog and collecting for the study of the jewish experience in canada an informative bibliographical resource this book will be of interest to scholars and students of canadian and north american jewish studies introduction to sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical one semester introductory sociology course it offers comprehensive coverage of core concepts foundational scholars and emerging theories which are supported by a wealth of engaging learning materials the textbook presents detailed section reviews with rich questions discussions that help students apply their knowledge and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways the second edition retains the book s conceptual organization aligning to most courses and has been significantly updated to reflect the latest research and provide examples most relevant to today s students in order to help instructors transition to the revised version the 2e changes are described within the preface website of text across three centuries ajyb has provided insight into major trends part i of the current volume contains two chapters on jewish americans in 2020 by the pew research center including reactions from 16 prominent social scientists subsequent chapters analyze the development of holocaust consciousness in america recent domestic and international events as they affect the american jewish community and the demography and geography of the us canada and world jewish populations part ii provides lists of jewish institutions including federations community centers social service agencies national organizations camps museums and israeli consulates the final chapters present lists of jewish periodicals and broadcast media jewish studies programs books journals articles websites research libraries and academic conferences and lists of major events in the past year jewish honorees and obituaries this volume employs an accessible style making it of interest to public officials jewish professional and lay leaders as well as the general public and academic researchers for more than 120 years the
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American Jewish Year Book has served as an indispensable resource for scholars, clergy, and lay leaders, providing crucial detailed insights into demographic shifts and sociological trends in the North American Jewish community. The latest edition continues to fulfill these important needs with essential articles on the landmark Pew report and the impact of the Holocaust in the American Jewish community and American in general. This is a must-have volume for any serious student of the contemporary Jewish world. Jeffrey Shoulson, Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs, Professor of Literatures, Cultures, and Languages, and English Director Emeritus, Center for Judaic Studies and Contemporary Jewish Life, University of Connecticut. The American Jewish Year Book is a critical snapshot of Jews and Jewish studies in the United States in a particular year and a valuable resource for scholars studying the changes in Jewish communities and Jewish studies in the United States and beyond over time. The AJYB highlights major publications and data that are consistently used in research and its scholarly essays contextualize the information in an easily readable context. The lists of important institutions and organizations are invaluable for someone interested in the broader Jewish experience or at the most practical, a Jewish organization in their neighborhood. Michelle Margolis Chesner, Norman E. Alexander librarian for Jewish Studies, Columbia University. This state-of-the-art account gives readers the tools to understand why antisemitism is such a controversial subject. It acquaints readers with the ambiguities inherent in the historical relationship between Jews and Christians and shows these ambiguities in play in the unfolding relationship between Jews and Canadians of other religions and ethnicities. It examines present relationships in light of history and considers particularly the influence of antisemitism on the social, religious, and political history of the Canadian Jewish community. A History of Antisemitism in Canada builds on the foundation of numerous studies on antisemitism in general and on antisemitism in Canada in particular as well as on the growing body of scholarship in Canadian Jewish studies. It attempts to understand the impact of antisemitism on Canada as a whole and is the first comprehensive account of antisemitism and its effect on the Jewish community of Canada. The book will be valuable to students and scholars not only of Canadian Jewish studies and Canadian ethnic studies but of Canadian history, Canadian multiculturalism, and the far right. It examines a neglected aspect of the history of 20th-century Canadian multiculturalism and the far right to illuminate the ideological foundations of the concept of third force focusing on the particular thought of ultra-conservative Ukrainian Canadian Walter J. Bossy during his time in Montreal, 1931-1970s. This book demonstrates that the idea that Canada was composed of three equally important groups emerged from a context defined by reactionary ideas on ethnic diversity and integration. Two broad questions shape
this research first what the meaning originally attached to the idea of a third force was and what the intentions behind the conceptualization of a trichotomic canada were and second whether bossy s understanding of the third force precedes or is related in any way to postwar debates on liberal multiculturalism at the core of which was the existence of a third force this book will be of interest to students and researchers of multiculturalism radical right ideology and the far right and canadian history and politics natural selections traces the history of the first four parks in atlantic canada through the selection expropriation development and management stages alan maceachern shows how the parks branch s preconceptions about the landscape and people of the region shaped the parks created there in doing so he details the evolution of the park system from the conservation movement early in the century to the rise of the ecology movement maceachern analyzes parks canada s efforts to fulfill its twin mandates of preservation and use arguing that the agency never favoured one over the other but oscillated between more or less interventionist in ensuring both touching on a wide range of matters from landscape aesthetics to tourism promotion from ddt to martin luther king natural selections expands our understanding of the relation between nature and culture in the twentieth century this second edition volume expands on the previous edition with discussions about the latest viral metagenomics aspects covering a range of different specimens such as soil freshwater wastewater fecal samples blood plasma clinical tissues fungi and herbarium samples chapters also look at different viral groups including archaeal viruses eukaryotic viruses phages mycoviruses and circular dna viruses techniques required for studying the three viral metagenomic steps of samples processing library construction and analysis of data are also discussed written in the highly successful methods in molecular biology series format chapters include introductions to their respective topics lists of the necessary materials and reagents step by step readily reproducible laboratory protocols and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls authoritative and cutting edge vital metagenomics methods and protocols second edition is a valuable resource for researchers who are interested in learning more about this important and developing field a dictionary of artists signatures that includes styles dates nationality and prices of artist works that have sold at auction created for the purpose of identification of artworks this is a collection of independent works on the globus model a first and basic application of the globus model was made through the computation of its standard run for the years 1970 2010 stated in the simplest possible terms globus is a computer simulation model of many important macropolitical and macroeconomic relationships within and among 25 prominent contemporary nations plus a rest of world entity it is designed and used to explore possible
solutions to long term global problems dairy processing and quality assurance second edition describes the processing and manufacturing stages of market milk and major dairy products from the receipt of raw materials to the packaging of the products including the quality assurance aspects the book begins with an overview of the dairy industry dairy production and consumption trends next are discussions related to chemical physical and functional properties of milk microbiological considerations involved in milk processing regulatory compliance transportation to processing plants and the ingredients used in manufacture of dairy products the main section of the book is dedicated to processing and production of fluid milk products cultured milk including yogurt butter and spreads cheese evaporated and condensed milk dry milks whey and whey products ice cream and frozen desserts chilled dairy desserts nutrition and health sensory evaluation new product development strategies packaging systems non thermal preservation technologies safety and quality management systems and dairy laboratory analytical techniques this fully revised and updated edition highlights the developments which have taken place in the dairy industry since 2008 the book notably includes new regulatory developments the latest market trends new processing developments particularly with regard to yogurt and cheese products functional aspects of probiotics prebiotics and synbiotics a new chapter on the sensory evaluation of dairy products intended for professionals in the dairy industry dairy processing and quality assurance second edition will also appeal to researchers educators and students of dairy science for its contemporary information and experience based applications this expanded and updated edition of canadian natural resource and environmental policy examines policy making in one of the most significant areas of activity in the canadian economy natural resources and the environment it discusses the evolution of resource policies from the early era of exploitation to the present era of resource and environmental management including the kyoto protocol using an integrated political economy and policy perspective the book provides an analytic framework through which ideological perspectives administrative structures and substantive issues are explored résumé de l’éditeur rules of the supreme court in force february 1 1914 v 94 p vii xx in social discredit janine stingel exposes a crucial yet previously neglected part of social credit history the virulent anti jewish campaign it undertook before during and after the second world war while most canadians acknowledged the perils of race hatred in the wake of the holocaust social credit intensified its anti semitic campaign by examining social credit’s anti semitic propaganda and the reaction of the canadian jewish congress stingel details their mutual antagonism and explores why congress was unable to stop social credit’s blatant defamation she argues that congress’s
ineffective response was part of a broader problem in which passivity and a belief in quiet diplomacy undermined many of its efforts to combat intolerance. Stingel shows that both Social Credit and Congress changed considerably in the post-war period as Social Credit abandoned its anti-Semitic trappings and Congress gradually adopted an assertive and pugnacious public relations philosophy that made it a champion of human rights in Canada. Social Discredit offers a fresh perspective on both the Social Credit movement and the Canadian Jewish Congress substantively revising Social Credit historiography and providing a valuable addition to Canadian Jewish studies since its first appearance in 1967. Russell Harper's classic study of Canadian painting has been recognized as the outstanding authority on the subject. This edition provides a comprehensive survey generously illustrated of three centuries of Canadian painting from its beginnings in the seventeenth century through a lively combination of entertaining anecdotes, descriptions of the cultural background, biographical accounts, and critical judgement. The reader comes to know intimately the artists, their paintings, and their environments. Included are 173 reproductions, 45 added since the first addition. They allow the reader to see representative works from all periods and provide a visual record of the cultural and social history of Canada. This book presents a critical reflection on the major armed conflicts that occurred during the 1990s and the first decade of the twenty-first century. Conflicts in Bosnia, Kosovo, Chechnya, Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria all involved the use of terrorism by one or more groups. Looking to the future, the book asks what this means for violent conflicts yet to come. Using a variety of case studies, the authors provide a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the role played by terrorism as a stand-alone tactic as well as one used to ignite broad scale conflict. They also pose the question on what occasions does terrorism tend to occur as an armed conflict begins to subside and when, in other words, is it a trailing indicator offering readable, rigorous analyses rather than polemics. Professors and their politics yields important new insights into the nature of higher education institutions while challenging dogmas of both the left and the right. The Library has the National Archives microfilms M313 used in preparing this index see entry in the author title catalog under United States Veteran's Administration Index of War of 1812 Pension Application Files. Underlying current controversies about environmental regulation are shared concerns, divided interests, and different ways of thinking about the earth and our proper relationship to it. This book brings together writings on nature and environment that illuminate thought and action in this realm. Recent international subsidy regulation is contributing to a dual transformation of the state: the state is increasingly liberal as expenditure is channelled into particular activities, and it is less sovereign as key decision making authority is transferred.
to international institutions subsidy conflicts emerge as the attempts by states firms and social forces to adapt to an increasingly global economy collide with variations of liberal development models this study examines the distinct subsidy arrangements in north america the gatt and the european union to highlight this change in state structure and behaviour canadian jewish studies is a young field often lost in the shadow of its american older sister in the canadian jewish studies reader editors richard menkis and norman ravvin demonstrate that what s going on in canada critically and artistically is every bit as interesting as the work being done in the united states taking a cultural studies approach the editors view the way that canadian jewish identity is examined in literature visual arts historical writing feminist research and urban geography among other fields included too is a preface that introduces the field and argues for the particular interest of canadian jewish studies to readers and students in the international community the articles are supplemented by a range of exciting visuals the canadian jewish studies reader also features new work by both editors in their exploration of canadian literature and history modern social thought ranges widely from the social sciences to philosophy political theories and doctrines cultural ideas and movements and the influence of the natural sciences provides an authoritative overview of the main themes of social thought long essays and entries give full coverage to each topic covers major currents of thought philosophical and cultural trends and the individual social sciences from anthropology to welfare economics new edition updates about 200 entries and includes new entries suggestions for further reading and a bibliography of all sources cited within the text non competitive elections in 20th century dictatorships some questions and general considerations ralph jessen and hedwig richter the self staging of a plebiscitary dictatorship the ns regime between uniformed reichstag referendum and reichsparteitag markus urban popular sovereignty and constitutional rights in the ussr s supreme soviet elections of february 1946 mark b smith integration celebration and challenge soviet youth and elections 1953 1968 gleb tsipursky mass obedience practices and functions of elections in the german democratic republic hedwig richter elections in modern dictatorships some analytical considerations werner j patzelt the great soviet paradox elections and terror in the unions 1937 1938 wendy z goldman plebiscites in fascist italy national unity and the importance of the appearance of unity paul corner works council elections in czechoslovakia 1948 1968 peter heumos faking it neo soviet electoral politics in central asia donnacha Ó beacháin elections plebiscitary elections and plebiscites in fascist italy and nazi germany comparative perspectives enzo fimiani germany totally national socialist national socialist reichstag elections and plebiscites 1933 1938 the example of schleswig holstein frank
omland elections in the soviet union 1937 1989 a view into a paternalistic world from below stephan merl the people s voice the elections to the supreme soviet of the ussr in 1958 in the belarusan capital minsk thomas m bohn recounts one of the greatest sea stories of world war ii it is the story of how george binney a 39 year old civilian working in neutral sweden when norway was overrun by the germans in 1940 set about running vital cargoes of swedish ball bearings and special steels to britain through the blockaded skagerrak where german air strength was dominant and where the royal navy dare not trespass despite admiralty gloom and in the face of political objections that were overcome by binney s persistence five ships carrying a year s supply of valuable materials for the expanding british war industries were successfully sailed to britain in january 1941 a following attempt was not as successful and ended when six ships were sunk or scuttled but then came the saga of the little ships the motor gunboats flying the red duster that operated out of the humber to and from the swedish coast in the winter of 1943 44 defying the strengthened german defences and the wrath of severe weather this thoroughly updated edition with expanded coverage explores the impact of terrorism on economics public health religion and pop culture and also includes details of ethical issues and debates relating to terrorism social scientists autobiographies can yield insight into personal commitments to research agendas and the very project of social science itself but despite the long history of life writing sociologists have tended to view the practice with skepticism canadian sociologists in the first person is the first book to survey the canadian sociological imagination through personal recollections exploring the lives and experiences of twenty contributors from across the country this book connects the unique and shared features of their careers to broad social dynamics while providing a guide to their own research and administrative contributions to their universities their profession and their broader society and communities the contributors teach in different types of institutions are prominent in the discipline and in their specializations and represent significant and diverse intellectual currents political perspectives and life and career experiences aiming to start a broad conversation about what social science and the academic profession look like in canada from an insider s perspective canadian sociologists in the first person offers invaluable lessons for younger scholars as they envision a diverse sociological imagination for the twenty first century we live in a world of fast paced change that is being fuelled by new technologies changing personal and social relationships and changing cultural values and economic conditions sociology is a discipline that can help you understand this change looking at their world through the sociological perspective enables you to better understand themselves and their place in an evolving and complex world designed
for today's students think sociology shows you how sociologists think and how to understand the rapidly changing world they live in. The stone is the unlikely story of Ramzi Hussein Aburedwan, a boy from a Palestinian refugee camp in Ramallah who confronts the occupying army. He gets an education, masters an instrument, dreams of something much bigger than himself, and then inspires scores of others to work with him to make that dream a reality. That dream is of a music school in the midst of a refugee camp in Ramallah — a school that will transform the lives of thousands of children through music. Daniel Barenboim, the Israeli musician and music director of La Scala in Milan and the Berlin Opera, is among those who help Ramzi realize his dream. He has played with Ramzi frequently at chamber music concerts in Al Kamandjati, the school Ramzi worked so hard to build and in the West Eastern Divan Orchestra that Barenboim founded with the late Palestinian intellectual Edward Said. Children of the stone is a story about music, freedom, and conflict — determination and vision. It's a vivid portrait of life amid checkpoints and military occupation, a growing movement of nonviolent resistance, the past and future of musical collaboration across the Israeli-Palestinian divide, and the potential of music to help children see new possibilities for their lives. Above all, Children of the Stone chronicles the journey of Ramzi Aburedwan and how he worked against the odds to create something lasting and beautiful in a war torn land.
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gerald k stone has collected books about canadian jewry since the early 1980s this volume is a descriptive catalog of his judaica collection comprising nearly 6 000 paper or electronic documentary resources in english french yiddish and hebrew logically organized indexed and selectively annotated the catalog is broad in scope covering jewish canadian history biography religion literature the holocaust antisemitism israel and the middle east and more an introduction by richard menkis discusses the significance of the catalog and collecting for the study of the jewish experience in canada an informative bibliographical resource this book will be of interest to scholars and students of canadian and north american jewish studies

New Society 2001

introduction to sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical one semester introductory sociology course it offers comprehensive coverage of core concepts foundational scholars and emerging theories which are supported by a wealth of engaging learning materials the textbook presents detailed section reviews with rich questions discussions that help students apply their knowledge and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways the second edition retains the book s conceptual organization aligning to most courses and has been significantly updated to reflect the latest research and provide examples most relevant to today s students in order to help instructors transition to the revised version the 2e changes are described within the preface website of text

Catalog of the Gerald K. Stone Collection of Judaica 2021-01-05

across three centuries ajyb has provided insight into major trends part i of the current volume contains two chapters on jewish americans in 2020 by the pew research center including reactions from 16 prominent social scientists subsequent chapters analyze the development of holocaust consciousness in america recent domestic and international events as they affect the american jewish community and the
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demography and geography of the US, Canada, and world Jewish populations. Part II provides lists of Jewish institutions including federations, community centers, social service agencies, national organizations, camps, museums, and Israeli consulates. The final chapters present lists of Jewish periodicals and broadcast media, Jewish studies programs, books, journals, articles, websites, research libraries, and academic conferences. And lists of major events in the past year, Jewish honorees, and obituaries. This volume employs an accessible style, making it of interest to public officials, Jewish professional, and lay leaders as well as the general public and academic researchers. For more than 120 years, the American Jewish Year Book has served as an indispensable resource for scholars, clergy, and lay leaders, providing crucial, detailed insights into demographic shifts and sociological trends in the North American Jewish community. The latest edition continues to fulfill these important needs with essential articles on the landmark Pew report and the impact of the Holocaust in the American Jewish community and American in general. This is a must-have volume for any serious student of the contemporary Jewish world. Jeffrey Shoulson, senior vice provost for academic affairs, professor of literatures, cultures, and languages, and English director, Emeritus Center for Judaic Studies and Contemporary Jewish Life, University of Connecticut. The American Jewish Year Book is a critical snapshot of Jews and Jewish studies in the United States in a particular year and a valuable resource for scholars studying the changes in Jewish communities and Jewish studies in the United States and beyond. Over time, the AJYB highlights major publications and data that are consistently used in research and its scholarly essays contextualize the information in an easily readable context. The lists of important institutions and organizations are invaluable for someone interested in the broader Jewish experience or at the most practical, a Jewish organization in their neighborhood. Michelle Margolis Chesner, Norman E. Alexander Librarian for Jewish Studies, Columbia University.

Test Bank to Accompany Society in Question, Third Edition. Chapters 1–[32] [Computer File]

2001-01-01

This state of the art account gives readers the tools to understand why antisemitism is such a controversial subject. It acquaints readers with the ambiguities inherent in the historical relationship between Jews and Christians and shows these ambiguities in play in the unfolding...
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relationship between Jews and Canadians of other religions and ethnicities; it examines present relationships in light of history and considers particularly the influence of antisemitism on the social, religious, and political history of the Canadian Jewish community. A history of antisemitism in Canada builds on the foundation of numerous studies on antisemitism in general and on antisemitism in Canada in particular as well as on the growing body of scholarship in Canadian Jewish studies. It attempts to understand the impact of antisemitism on Canada as a whole and is the first comprehensive account of antisemitism and its effect on the Jewish community of Canada. The book will be valuable to students and scholars not only of Canadian Jewish studies and Canadian ethnic studies but of Canadian history.

Introduction to Sociology 2e 2015-04-24

canadian multiculturalism and the far right examines a neglected aspect of the history of 20th century Canadian multiculturalism and the far right to illuminate the ideological foundations of the concept of third force focusing on the particular thought of ultra conservative Ukrainian Canadian Walter J. Bossy during his time in Montreal 1931–1970s. This book demonstrates that the idea that Canada was composed of three equally important groups emerged from a context defined by reactionary ideas on ethnic diversity and integration. Two broad questions shape this research: first, what the meaning originally attached to the idea of a third force was and what the intentions behind the conceptualization of a trichotomic Canada were; and second, whether Bossy's understanding of the third force precedes or is related in any way to postwar debates on liberal multiculturalism at the core of which was the existence of a third force. This book will be of interest to students and researchers of multiculturalism, radical right ideology, and the far right and Canadian history and politics.

Test Bank for Brym and Lie's Sociology 2005

natural selections traces the history of the first four parks in Atlantic Canada through the selection, expropriation, development, and management stages. Alan Maceachern shows how the Parks Branch's preconceptions about the landscape and people of the region shaped the parks. Created there in doing so, he details the evolution of the park system from the conservation movement early in the century to the rise of the...
ecology movement maceachern analyzes parks canada's efforts to fulfill its twin mandates of preservation and use arguing that the agency never favoured one over the other but oscillated between more or less interventionist in ensuring both touching on a wide range of matters from landscape aesthetics to tourism promotion from ddt to martin luther king natural selections expands our understanding of the relation between nature and culture in the twentieth century

American Jewish Year Book 2021 2022-08-27

this second edition volume expands on the previous edition with discussions about the latest viral metagenomics aspects covering a range of different specimens such as soil freshwater wastewater fecal samples blood plasma clinical tissues fungi and herbarium samples chapters also look at different viral groups including archaeal viruses eukaryotic viruses phages mycoviruses and circular dna viruses techniques required for studying the three viral metagenomic steps of samples processing library construction and analysis of data are also discussed written in the highly successful methods in molecular biology series format chapters include introductions to their respective topics lists of the necessary materials and reagents step by step readily reproducible laboratory protocols and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls authoritative and cutting edge vital metagenomics methods and protocols second edition is a valuable resource for researchers who are interested in learning more about this important and developing field

A History of Antisemitism in Canada 2015-12-14

a dictionary of artists signatures that includes styles dates nationality and prices of artist works that have sold at auction created for the purpose of identification of artworks
New Society 2015

this is a collection of independent works on the globus model a first and basic application of the globus model was made through the computation of its standard run for the years 1970 2010 stated in the simplest possible terms globus is a computer simulation model of many important macropolitical and macroeconomic relationships within and among 25 prominent contemporary nations plus a rest of world entity it is designed and used to explore possible solutions to long term global problems

SOC+ 2017-01
dairy processing and quality assurance second edition describes the processing and manufacturing stages of market milk and major dairy products from the receipt of raw materials to the packaging of the products including the quality assurance aspects the book begins with an overview of the dairy industry dairy production and consumption trends next are discussions related to chemical physical and functional properties of milk microbiological considerations involved in milk processing regulatory compliance transportation to processing plants and the ingredients used in manufacture of dairy products the main section of the book is dedicated to processing and production of fluid milk products cultured milk including yogurt butter and spreads cheese evaporated and condensed milk dry milks whey and whey products ice cream and frozen desserts chilled dairy desserts nutrition and health sensory evaluation new product development strategies packaging systems non thermal preservation technologies safety and quality management systems and dairy laboratory analytical techniques this fully revised and updated edition highlights the developments which have taken place in the dairy industry since 2008 the book notably includes new regulatory developments the latest market trends new processing developments particularly with regard to yogurt and cheese products functional aspects of probiotics prebiotics and synbiotics a new chapter on the sensory evaluation of dairy products intended for professionals in the dairy industry dairy processing and quality assurance second edition will also appeal to researchers educators and students of dairy science for its contemporary information and experience based applications
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Canadian Multiculturalism and the Far Right 2022-08-22
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this expanded and updated edition of Canadian Multiculturalism and the Far Right examines policy making in one of the most significant areas of activity in the Canadian economy: natural resources and the environment. It discusses the evolution of resource policies from the early era of exploitation to the present era of resource and environmental management, including the Kyoto protocol. Using an integrated political economy and policy perspective, the book provides an analytic framework through which ideological perspectives and substantive issues are explored.

A copious dictionary in three parts ... Third edition, etc 1674

rules of the supreme court in force February 1, 1914 v. 94 p. vii xx

Natural Selections 2001-04-23

in social discredit, Janine Stingel exposes a crucial yet previously neglected part of Social Credit history: the virulent anti-Jewish campaign it undertook before, during, and after the Second World War. While most Canadians acknowledged the perils of race hatred in the wake of the Holocaust, Social Credit intensified its anti-Semitic campaign by examining Social Credit's anti-Semitic propaganda and the reaction of the Canadian Jewish Congress. Stingel details their mutual antagonism and explores why Congress was unable to stop Social Credit's blatant defamation. She argues that Congress's ineffective response was part of a broader problem in which passivity and a belief in quiet diplomacy undermined many of its efforts to combat intolerance. Stingel shows that both Social Credit and Congress changed considerably in the post-war period, as Social Credit abandoned its anti-Semitic trappings and Congress gradually adopted an assertive and pugnacious public relations philosophy that made it a champion of human rights in Canada. Social Discredit offers a fresh perspective on both the Social Credit movement and the Canadian Jewish Congress, substantively revising Social Credit historiography and providing a valuable addition to Canadian Jewish history.
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Viral Metagenomics 2023-12-07

since its first appearance in 1967 russell harper s classic study of canadian painting has been recognized as the outstanding authority on the subject this edition provides a comprehensive survey generously illustrated of three centuries of canadian painting from its beginnings in the seventeenth century through a lively combination of entertaining anecdotes descriptions of the cultural background biographical accounts and critical judgement the reader comes to know intimately the artists their paintings and their environments included are 173 reproductions 45 added since the first addition they all ow the reader to see representative works from all periods and provide a visual record of the cultural and social history of canada
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this book presents a critical reflection on the major armed conflicts that occurred during the 1990s and the first decade of the twenty first century conflicts in bosnia kosovo chechnya iraq afghanistan and syria all involved the use of terrorism by one or more groups looking to the future the book asks what this means for violent conflicts yet to come using a variety of case studies the authors provide a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the role played by terrorism as a stand alone tactic as well as one used to ignite broad scale conflict they also pose the question on what occasions does terrorism tend to occur as an armed conflict begins to subside and when in other words is it a trailing indicator

The Art Signature File 1998

offering readable rigorous analyses rather than polemics professors and their politics yields important new insights into the nature of higher
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education institutions while challenging dogmas of both the left and the right

The Globus Model 2019-09-06

the library has the national archives microfilms m313 used in preparing this index see entry in the author title catalog under united states veteran s administration index of war of 1812 pension application files

Dairy Processing and Quality Assurance 2015-10-15

underlying current controversies about environmental regulation are shared concerns divided interests and different ways of thinking about the earth and our proper relationship to it this book brings together writings on nature and environment that illuminate thought and action in this realm

Canadian Natural Resource and Environmental Policy, 2nd edition 2005

recent international subsidy regulation is contributing to a dual transformation of the state the state is increasingly liberal as expenditure is channelled into particular activities and it is less sovereign as key decision making authority is transferred to international institutions subsidy conflicts emerge as the attempts by states firms and social forces to adapt to an increasingly global economy collide with variations of liberal development models this study examines the distinct subsidy arrangements in north america the gatt and the european union to highlight this change in state structure and behaviour
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Reports of Cases in the Supreme Court of Nebraska 1910

canadian jewish studies is a young field often lost in the shadow of its american older sister in the canadian jewish studies reader editors richard menkis and norman ravvin demonstrate that what's going on in canada critically and artistically is every bit as interesting as the work being done in the united states taking a cultural studies approach the editors view the way that canadian jewish identity is examined in literature visual arts historical writing feminist research and urban geography among other fields included too is a preface that introduces the field and argues for the particular interest of canadian jewish studies to readers and students in the international community the articles are supplemented by a range of exciting visuals the canadian jewish studies reader also features new work by both editors in their exploration of canadian literature and history

Reports of cases in the Supreme Court of Nebraska 1910

modern social thought ranges widely from the social sciences to philosophy political theories and doctrines cultural ideas and movements and the influence of the natural sciences provides an authoritative overview of the main themes of social thought long essays and entries give full coverage to each topic covers major currents of thought philosophical and cultural trends and the individual social sciences from anthropology to welfare economics new edition updates about 200 entries and includes new entries suggestions for further reading and a bibliography of all sources cited within the text

Social Discredit 2000

non competitive elections in 20th century dictatorships some questions and general considerations ralph jessen and hedwig richter the self staging of a plebiscitary dictatorship the ns regime between uniformed reichstag referendum and reichsparteitag markus urban popular sovereignty and constitutional rights in the ussr s supreme soviet elections of february 1946 mark b smith integration celebration and challenge
Hearings 1977-01-01

recounts one of the greatest sea stories of world war ii it is the story of how george binney a 39 year old civilian working in neutral sweden when norway was overrun by the germans in 1940 set about running vital cargoes of swedish ball bearings and special steels to britain through the blockaded skagerrak where german air strength was dominant and where the royal navy dare not trespass despite admiralty gloom and in the face of political objections that were overcome by binney s persistence five ships carrying a year s supply of valuable materials for the expanding british war industries were successfully sailed to britain in january 1941 a following attempt was not as successful and ended when six ships were sunk or scuttled but then came the saga of the little ships the motor gunboats flying the red duster that operated out of the humber to and from the swedish coast in the winter of 1943 44 defying the strengthened german defences and the wrath of severe weather
Painting in Canada 2016-12-21

this thoroughly updated edition with expanded coverage explores the impact of terrorism on economics public health religion and pop culture
and also includes details of ethical issues and debates relating to terrorism

The role of terrorism in twenty-first-century warfare 2014-07-15

social scientists autobiographies can yield insight into personal commitments to research agendas and the very project of social science itself
but despite the long history of life writing sociologists have tended to view the practice with skepticism canadian sociologists in the first person
is the first book to survey the canadian sociological imagination through personal recollections exploring the lives and experiences of twenty
contributors from across the country this book connects the unique and shared features of their careers to broad social dynamics while
providing a guide to their own research and administrative contributions to their universities their profession and their broader society and
communities the contributors teach in different types of institutions are prominent in the discipline and in their specializations and represent
significant and diverse intellectual currents political perspectives and life and career experiences aiming to start a broad conversation about
what social science and the academic profession look like in canada from an insider's perspective canadian sociologists in the first person
offers invaluable lessons for younger scholars as they envision a diverse sociological imagination for the twenty first century

Professors and Their Politics 1992

we live in a world of fast paced change that is being fuelled by new technologies changing personal and social relationships and changing
cultural values and economic conditions sociology is a discipline that can help you understand this change looking at their world through the
sociological perspective enables you to better understand themselves and their place in an evolving and complex world designed for today's
students think sociology shows you how sociologists think and how to understand the rapidly changing world they live in
children of the stone is the unlikely story of ramzi hussein aburedwan a boy from a palestinian refugee camp in ramallah who confronts the occupying army gets an education masters an instrument dreams of something much bigger than himself and then inspires scores of others to work with him to make that dream a reality that dream is of a music school in the midst of a refugee camp in ramallah a school that will transform the lives of thousands of children through music daniel barenboim the israeli musician and music director of la scala in milan and the berlin opera is among those who help ramzi realize his dream he has played with ramzi frequently at chamber music concerts in al kamandjati the school ramzi worked so hard to build and in the west eastern divan orchestra that barenboim founded with the late palestinian intellectual edward said children of the stone is a story about music freedom and conflict determination and vision it s a vivid portrait of life amid checkpoints and military occupation a growing movement of nonviolent resistance the past and future of musical collaboration across the israeli palestinian divide and the potential of music to help children see new possibilities for their lives above all children of the stone chronicles the journey of ramzi aburedwan and how he worked against the odds to create something lasting and beautiful in a war torn land

The Neo-Stalinist State 1865

The Weekly Reporter 1914

The Nebraska Synoptical Digest 2016-07-27
Think Sociology 2015-07-16
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